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India today has become the hub for IT industries. The current situation is putting emphasis on the
fact that various software development projects of many companies from U.S, U.K and Europe are
coming in the hands of Indian IT companies. India today is providing employment opportunities for
hundred of job seekers  big IT companies as well as today there are thousands of smaller firms
existing that are offering salary satisfaction and challenging job in India.

The Indian IT industry is at the booming stage where it has become much easy for the brilliant
personnel today to get high- paying jobs as well as satisfaction in many big organizations.
Bangalore, Delhi, Hyderabad and Mumbai are the cities that had been the stepping stone for
innumerable establishments; as well biggest IT companies in India carry out their operation beyond
these cities. The preferences of most of the IT students as well as professionals basically differ in
two aspects. Some prefer to work in startup firms or start their own software company, whereas
other prefers to join big IT industries where all the real challenge is experienced.

Those IT professionals who want to have a challenging as well as stable job in India could go for
some of the major software companies in India which provides thousands of career openings in IT
jobs in India:

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is a company in India to hire large number of fresherâ€™s. As being a
fresher itâ€™s a big challenge to get hired for IT jobs easily in big IT Corporations. TCS is also known in
India for paying employees according to the qualities and expertise they have imbibed within.

Infosys one of the largest IT Corporation in India is known for smart people who are ready to accept
challenges and develop rapidly. The company carries out most of its business in Bangalore, Delhi,
and Ahmedabad by providing living accommodation and various other facilities to its employees.
You are being taken cared by the company if you provide results for it.

Intel Technology a company known for hiring and encouraging employees who have out-of-the-box
thinking and are ready to work hard. You could be able to learn from any experienced professional
that getting a job in the company like Intel is a big challenge. But for those people who are ready to
work hard to accept problems as challenges and take pleasure in finding the solutions to the
problems, there is a gateway always opened to work with Intel.

Google one of the dream company for those IT graduate who believes in the significance of
innovation. It is the company of leading choice for those who are risk bearers and could look at
number of innovative ideas, and who are strongly determined to find solution to problems though
having a failure for even hundred times. Encouraging failure is a part of companyâ€™s culture but a
bureaucratic attitude is not accepted, and if you are strict disciplinarian and do things by books you
are not fitted for the IT job in Google. 

Wipro one of the fastest growing IT Company in India follows the work culture which is very rigid
and strict. A perfect place for those who are ready to put oneself out. Many opportunities to work on
different challenging projects of US companies.
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